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Daylighting methods have evolved along with the impetus to reduce the total nonrenewable utility energy consumed by lighting.
In general, daylighting systems are an efficient method of delivering light for indoor applications. However, there is little research
looking specifically at indoor agriculture applications. Today, optical fibers are commonly used in various applications including
imaging, lighting, and sensing. Our study simulated and tested the efficiency of an optical fiber daylighting system in an indoor
environment. We tested the illumination performance of optical fibers and specifically looked at light intensity, light uniformity, and
the spectrum of 20 mm and 3 mm optical fibers at five distances by offsetting a spectrometer. The scenarios were first modeled and
tested using lighting simulation software. Similar settings were then empirically implemented and measured. The results showed
that a difference in diameter had an effect on light intensity and light uniformity; the larger the diameter the better the light
uniformity and light intensity. Further, the distance at which the spectrometer was placed in reference to the light source showed
a relationship between both light intensity and light uniformity; the smaller the distance the more the intensity and the less the
uniformity. Additionally, the experiments showed that sunlight intensity was 30 times and 140 times greater than optical fiber
output intensity in the absence of any UV filter and presence of UV light, respectively.

1. Introduction
1.1. The Importance of Energy in Agriculture. The global
population is currently 7.4 billion according to the United
States Census Bureau [1] and is expected to increase to 9
billion by the year 2050. Meanwhile, food production is
predicted to decrease [2]. Agriculture occupies 38% of the
Earth’s surface and is the largest amount of land dedicated to a
single purpose [3]. Unfortunately, agriculture is also believed
to be the main cause of climate change, biodiversity loss, and
degradation of land and fresh water [2]. Thus, it is important
to consider other methods of plant cultivation to maintain the
environment and support global population growth.
The impetus for growing crops indoors is the ability to
achieve high yields of quality nutrients. The use of greenhouses (GH), vertical farms (VFs), aquaponics, hydroponics,
and other plant growing methods have thus been studied and
implemented over the years. Greenhouses are a centuries-old
concept where plants are placed in a structure where the light

of the sun can pass through transparent panels to provide
adequate light to support growth without being susceptible
to the uncontrollable effects of nature.
There is an interest in greenhouses because arable portions of the world are scarce. Greenhouses often supplement
natural light with artificial light to increase yields [4]. Additionally, greenhouses support the growing consumer interest
in locally sourced foods. Sales of locally grown fruits and
vegetables are growing at a rate of 20%; thus GHs and VFs are
in high demand. A profitability comparison of GHs and VFs
indicates that there is a slight economic preference toward the
VF [4]. The electricity usage for lighting a VF outweighs a
GH, but that is negated by high consumption of electricity
for GH heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
[4]. A reduction in utility energy requirements for artificial
lighting in a VF model reduces operating expenditures and
would create an appealing business proposition.
Operating an indoor agricultural business continues to be
a challenge. In one study, a hypothetical evaluation was done
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on the impact of artificial lighting on a vertical farm, and it
was concluded that a 100,000 m2 (100 m × 100 m × 10 levels)
facility would require 133,585,200 kWh, which is an enormous amount of light and highlights energy consumption as a
limiting factor on operational sustainability [2]. The amount
of energy needed to support plant growth through artificial
light is substantial, especially when done at scale. Adding to
these challenges is the desire to reduce overall energy use in
buildings. In 2010, the US Department of Energy reported an
energy consumption of 40% for commercial and residential
buildings (Buildings Energy Data Book, 2010). As a result,
there is a desire to reduce energy consumption due to artificial
lighting in buildings [5]
Despite such challenges, the trends in agricultural suggest
that indoor or urban farming will continue to gain traction
in the United States and other countries. Over the next five
years, the planned expansion range is 8 to 16 million square
feet [6]. And while artificial light is becoming a popular
choice for increasing and sustaining yields in greenhouses
and vertical farms, photosynthesis is still most optimal with
natural light [7]. A comparison of artificial and natural light
for photosynthesis suggested that using artificial light is
largely inefficient [7]. Thus, it is necessary to address both
economic and plant growth challenges in the use of artificial
light. Importantly, novel daylighting methods may reduce
energy consumption and costs.
1.2. Daylighting Systems. There are various natural lighting
methods being used for indoor illumination, which offset
artificial light to reduce energy consumption. Daylighting is
a method used for delivering natural light inside a building
through an opening to complement artificial lighting [8].
This method is a strategy often used in both modern and
ancient architecture and can reduce the energy consumption
in buildings associated with artificial lighting with the additional benefit of visual comfort [8].
Popular commercialized daylighting systems include
heliostats, solar tubes, and skylights. The heliostat system can
transmit natural light using an array of mirrors that track
the sun to reflect the light into a building [9]. A fenestration
located on the roof allows light to pass through and defines
a skylight feature. Sundolier is an innovative skylight system
that uses sun-tracking to collect and concentrate sunlight
inside a building [9]. Another commercially available daylighting system is a light pipe, also known as a solar tube.
The light pipe is composed of a dome, which collects the
sunlight, and a guide made of reflective material allowing
light transmission into the interior of a building where a
diffuser is placed at its output for distribution [10].
The efficiency of converting photovoltaic energy back
into visible radiation is less than one percent, while the
unconverted use of the solar radiation in the visible range
is reported to be 50% [11]. One ingenious way that natural
light has been directed inside a building without energy
conversion is through optical fiber. Optical fiber daylighting
systems (OFDs) are a combination of a solar collector that
is either active or passive that is coupled to optical fibers
that are either polymer or silica for transmission deep into
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the interior of a building. A Japanese OFD system named
Himawari concentrates and collects sunlight by utilizing
multiple Fresnel lenses and sun-tracking and then distributes
that light into buildings using optical fiber [9].
In general, optical fiber daylighting systems utilize optical
fibers as a light delivery method. Concentrated light moves
through the optical fibers and is then delivered to the point
of use. A subset of an OFD system is the hybrid lighting
system (HLS) which encompasses the OFD architecture by
appending artificial light to support consistent lighting levels
through controlled dimming [12]. Echy [13], Parans [14], and
Sollektor [15] provide commercial HLS systems. Optical fiber
technology is a major factor in the adoption of the OFD
framework. According to Kröplin et al. [16], plastic optical
fibers (POFs) offer many advantages over glass optical fibers
(GOFs) for illumination purposes due to lower cost, flexibility, and safety aspects such as emergency lighting. Koike
and Asai [17] have addressed the future of plastic optical fiber
while different researchers have investigated plastic optical
fiber experimentally (Garito et al. [18], Ishikawa et al. [19],
Yanhua et al. [20], Numata et al. [21], and Awetehagn et al.
[22]).
1.3. Photosynthetic Active Radiation. Photosynthetic active
radiation (PAR) is the electromagnetic radiation that plants
use for photosynthesis over the 400 nm to 700 nm spectra.
The unit of measurement is called the photosynthetic photon
flux density (PPFD) and is defined as micromoles per square
meter per second (𝜇mol/m2 /s). According to the StarkEinstein law every photon (quantum) that is absorbed will
excite one electron. Plants contain pigments that have an
affinity to photons of particular wavelengths, and photons of a
particular wavelength have different energy levels. Therefore,
the spectral absorptance of the plant plays a critical role
as to whether the measured PPFD value is effective in
photosynthesis.
An energy weighted curve was obtained through experimental results by averaging spectral absorptance and photosynthetic rates in 22 chamber grown crops [23]. If the Plank
relationship (𝐸 = ℎ𝑐/𝜆) is applied to the energy weighted
curve the quantum weighted curve can be generated. In general, the spectrum of the light source is necessary to evaluate
the impact on photosynthesis. With that said, however, the
light spectrum for plants is not fully understood. One study
indicated that commercial PAR sensors contain filters that
reduce the yield photon flux by approximately 30% [2]. The
work of McCree influenced the filter specifications. Each
plant or crop will have its own PAR preference, but the
McCree curve is a great resource to generate a baseline in the
design of a variable indoor grow room.
1.4. Research Focus. This study assessed the light distribution
(i.e., uniformity and intensity) of poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) optical fiber at two different diameters (3 mm
and 20 mm). The role played by the distance between the
end effector (i.e., light crystal connected to the end of the
fiber optics cable) and the surface of the use (i.e., plants)
in terms of light distribution and uniformity and intensity
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was also studied. Finally, the intensity and quality of direct
sunlight and delivered sunlight through the optical cables
were studied.

2. Method
This study utilized both simulation and empirical methods.
Both methods utilize two different PMMA optical fiber sizes
(2 × 3 mm and 20 mm) at five different heights (6, 8, 10, 12, and
14 in) to determine the effect of height on both light intensity
and light uniformity. To provide a consistent light source, an
artificial light was utilized.
2.1. Simulation Modeling
2.1.1. End Glow Design Using Light Modeling. The designs for
both the passive 20 mm and the 2 × 3 mm (using two fiber
optics cables with a diameter of 3 mm for each) daylighting
systems were modeled and simulated using AGI32 light
design simulation software [24]. The different functions of
AGI32 allow a study of light intensity and distribution for
indoor and outdoor applications. AGI32 provides a numerical
point-by-point calculation for where luminaries are placed
on any surface and then evaluates its distribution in any
simulated environment This software is commonly used to
design various architectural and building lighting systems.
The use of this software for our research is considered a
nontraditional use and has been implemented in very few
studies. One such study was the optimization of a heater for
additive manufacturing systems [25–27]. AGI32 was utilized
to determine and compare the collected data on the light
uniformity and light intensity for both diameters and height
levels.
2.1.2. Modeling. The modeling of 6 mm and 20 mm fiber
optics cables was conducted in a volume similar to a plant
growth rack (i.e., 90 in × 24 in × 18 in). In the model, the
fiber optics diameters were set to 20 mm and 6 mm (to
resemble the use of two 3 mm cables). The lux of the light was
determined based on the measurement of the artificial light
source passing through each of the cables and was measured
at about 1,000 lux. The light placement was conducted for five
different height levels: 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 inches.
2.2. Empirical Study
2.2.1. Subsystems. The empirical study included the development of electrical (halogen lamp), mechanical (rack), and
optical (cables and crystal end effectors) subsystems (see
Figure 1) as well as designs of the experiment to reference 2 ×
3 mm and 20 mm fiber optics cables. Some of the components
were either fabricated or purchased for implementation of
this light delivery system.
2.2.2. Sampling Procedure and Experimental Manipulations.
To obtain a consistent result, instead of natural light, a single
halogen lamp with a light intensity of 32,000 lux at 4 in.
away from the light surface was used to emit light into a

Figure 1: Components of the electrical, optical, and mechanical
subsystems for the study.

group of bundled fiber optics cables. The use of artificial
light was important in order to determine the light intensity
and light uniformity from consistent light propagation. A
light spectrometer (Sekonic C-7000) was used to measure the
emitted light illuminating out of the end effector of each cable
with predefined distances (6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 in). Similar to the
simulation study, a total of 10 runs (two cables × 5 distances)
were measured.
2.3. Natural Light Empirical Study. An experiment was performed to compare the performance between two 20 mm
optical fibers with and without an UV filter. The referenced
UV filter was located outside of the building and coupled at
the input of the optical fiber where the sun would be in direct
contact. The delimiters in the experiment were that there
was a diffuser at the end of the optical fiber that contained
a lens component that was not evaluated and the losses due
to coiling of the optical fiber during routing. Two optical
fibers spanning 54 feet were mounted exterior to a storage
container and routed to the interior of the structure and
coupled to a shelf in close proximity. Before direct sunlight
measurement, illumination values were obtained by placing
the spectrometer in close proximity to each diffuser of the
optical fiber and recording the value. This procedure was
used on both 20 mm optical fibers within a time span of
one minute. Lastly, a spectrometer was used to obtain direct
sunlight illumination measurement on a clear sunny day
on December 21, 2017, at 11:30 AM Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT-5 in San Marcos, TX).

3. Results
3.1. Simulation Results. The correlation of the variation
(CV) was collected from each height level from both end
glow 6 mm and 20 mm. CV measures the repeatability and
reproducibility of the data. It is calculated using CV =
(Standard Deviation (𝜎)/Mean (𝜇)) and is shown as a percentage. The lower the CV, the greater the uniformity of the
light distribution.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate light distribution uniformity and
intensity for different heights for 2 × 3 mm and 20 mm fiber
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Graphical illuminance distribution

End Glow 3mm 14in
CV= 37.8%

End Glow 3mm 12in
CV=42.8%

End Glow 3mm 10in
CV= 53.9%

End Glow 3mm 8in
CV=65.1 %

End Glow 3mm 6in
CV= 81%

Figure 2: Results for the light distribution simulation for an end glow model 2 × 3 mm cable.

optics cables, respectively. Figure 4 summarizes the CV for all
simulation results for all five settings on both cables.
3.2. Empirical Results. For the empirical findings, light intensity was measured by the light spectrometer at 2 in. and

2.25 in. spacing for the 𝑥 and 𝑦 axes, respectively. Figure 5
shows the light intensity distributions for both cable types
at different height settings. Figure 6 summarizes the entire
empirical data collection. In this figure, the CV for both cable
types are shown at different settings.
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Pattern

End Glow 20mm 14in
CV= 26.8%

End Glow 20mm 12in
CV=29.6%

End Glow 20mm 10in
CV= 37.1%

End Glow 20mm 8in
CV=40.6 %

End Glow 20mm 6in
CV= 52.6%

Figure 3: Results for the light distribution simulation for the end glow model 20 mm cable.

In this application, light distribution uniformity was not
the most important factor as a uniform, but low, amount
of light would not be useful. Figures 7 and 8 specifically
demonstrate the light intensity (min, max, and average)
generated by the 20 mm and 2 × 3 mm cables.

3.3. Natural Light Empirical Results. Table 1 provides information on the illumination values of direct sunlight, and the
amount of that light that was transmitted through an optical
fiber with and without an input UV filter. The quantum
value of illumination was used to quantify the amount of
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Correlation Variation

Light Uniformity in Simulation
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CV End Glow 20mm
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Figure 4: Correlation variation for the light distribution simulation for the end glow 20 mm and 2 × 3 mm.

Table 1: Illumination values of direct sunlight and 20 mm optical
fiber with and without a filter in San Marcos, TX, at 11:30 AM GMT5 on December 21, 2017.
Illumination (PPFD [umolm−2 s−1 ])
Optical Fiber
Direct Sunlight
No Filter
2121
69.3

Filter
15.1

radiation that would support indoor plant growth. The direct
sunlight photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) was 2121.
Radiation that measured the interior of the building at the
end of the optical fiber with coupled diffuser with no filter
gave a value of 69.3 PPFD. The recorded sunlight was 30 times
greater than optical fiber with no filter. The optical fiber with a
filter was illuminated at 15.1 PPFD, which was 140 times lower
than direct sunlight and approximately 5 times lower than
the optical fiber with no filter. Figures 9–11 depict the spectral
values of all three measurement. Figures 10 and 11 show that
the overall spectrum is very similar between the optical fiber
with and without an UV filter. The main difference appears
to be the lack of transmitted UV radiation below 400 nm.
Figures 9 and 10 show that the optical fiber with on UV
filter absorbs/filters a large majority of the UV radiation near
noon. Future research can measure the spectrum through the
UV filter itself. This would tell us how effective the UV filter
would be in protecting the polymer optical fiber from UV
degradation.
As mentioned, the most effective and useful wavelength
for plant photosynthesis is between 400 nm and 700 nm. It
is very promising that almost this entire wavelength range
was transferred through the optical fiber (Figures 10 and
11).

between the light source and the measurement surface delivers more uniform light distribution (i.e.,
smaller CV).
(ii) While the simulation models (Figure 4) showed that
20 mm cables provide more uniform light distribution, the empirical study (Figure 6) demonstrates that
the 2 × 3 mm cables provide slightly more uniform
light distribution than the 20 mm cables.
(iii) Although in practice the 2 × 3 mm cables delivered
and distributed slightly better light uniformity, Figures 7 and 8 show that the average amount of light
delivered by the 20 mm cable was significantly more
than the light delivered by the 2 × 3 mm cables. For
example, while the average light intensity for a 20 mm
cable for all heights was above 50 Lux (Figure 7), the
intensity of the light for the 2 × 3 mm cables for all
heights was less than 10 Lux (Figure 8).
(iv) Direct sunlight intensity is 140 times more than the
light delivered through the optical cable. This method
can be utilized as a free source of energy for indoor
applications.

4. Conclusion and Discussion

The discrepancy between the simulation and the actual
empirical study seemed to be natural, as during the empirical
measurement, we noticed that a small tilting angle of the end
effector (crystal) with respect to the measuring equipment
changes the light intensity reading significantly. Considering
the flexibility of the cables and the continuous movement of
the sun in real time practice, it is justified that, in daylighting
optimization studies, trends rather than exact values should
be considered and assessed.
The results of this study do not necessarily suggest the
superiority of one cable size or one height over another.
Different varieties of plants need different types of light
intensity and distribution, and thus cables and height settings
may be selected to best match the specific needs of a particular
plant.

The simulation and empirical studies provided the following
conclusions:
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Figure 9: Direct sunlight spectrum.

Figure 10: Optical fiber with filter spectrum.

Figure 11: Optical fiber without filter spectrum.
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